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In IRGN2239, Eiso Chan pointed out several issues for Radical #74 Moon (月部) and Radical #130 Meat (肉部). The 47
issues mentioned in IRGN2239, TCA mainly responds to the T glyphs part.

To sum up, in the 24 T glyphs mentioned in the document, TCA confirms that 11 glyphs are correct (part 3&4), and
proposes to update 1 glyph (part 1) and adjust the radical or code point of 12 glyphs (part 2). Please see below for

details.
1. TCA update glyph
Unicode

ISO/IEC 10646:2017

IRGN2239

U+671C
P24.

Response
1.Keep MEAT: we

The meaning of T4-3829 is

request to re-assign

about moonlight. (See Fig.1.1)

T4-3829 glyph as a new

So TCA will update the

code point.

T4-3829 glyph to ⿰月享.

2.CHANGE TO MOON
Fig.1.1

(source from the MOE’s Dictionary of Chinese Character Variants (教育部《異體字字典》)
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2. Request for changing the radical or glyph
No.
1

Unicode

ISO/IEC 10646:2017

IRGN2239

Response
The meaning of T5-264A

U+43D9

2
P11.
U+2F8D7

We request for

is about moonlight. (《玉

consideration to

篇．月部》「月落有明。」
:

re-assign T5-264A

See Fig.1.2.) TCA

glyph as a new

request U+2F8D7 to

code point.

change the radical to
74.4.

3

U+440B

4
P20.
U+2F984

We suggest for

TCA agree to move

consideration to

T5-3B50 to U+440B,

move T5-3B50

and T6-497E to

glyph to U+440B

U+2F984. We also

and re-assign

request U+2F984 to

T6-497E glyph as a

change the radical to

new code point(G

74.8.

and K move to the
new code point)
5
U+6721

6

P26.

We request for

TCA agree to change the

consideration to

radical for U+6721 to

change the

130.9.

kRSUnicode value
for U+6721 to
130.9 and re-assign

U+2F8DA

T5-3F66 as a new
code point.
7

we request for

U+80AD

consideration to
P28.

8

re-assign T6-2C23

TCA request U+2F8D6
to change the radical to
74.4.

glyph as a new

U+2F8D6

code point.

9

U+6725

P72.

We request

TCA request to change

HKSAR for

the radical for U+6725 to

consideration to fix

130.12.

the glyph like
T-Source glyph.
10
U+6711

P85.

2

The kRSKangXi

The glyph also used for a

value is 130.5, and

name. See Fig.1.3. TCA

the kRSUnicode

suggest for consideration

No.

Unicode

ISO/IEC 10646:2017

IRGN2239

Response

value is 74.5. TCA

to change the radical to

should confirm

130.5.

which one is right.
11

We request for
consideration to
U+26657

P90.

change the
kRSUnicode value
for U+26657 to
74.4.

12

U+2B1C3

P97.

The meaning of T4-2664
is about moon. (《重訂直
音篇．月部》：音午，
明也。 See Fig.1.4.)
TCA agree to change the
radical for U+26657 to
74.4.

If the radical of

The radical of TE-4724

TE-4724 is Radical

glyph is 74.0 definitely,

Moon, the

and the kRSUnicode

kRSUnicode should

should be changed to

be changed to 74.19.

74.19.

Otherwise, TCA
should need to fix
the glyph.

Fig.1.2(source from the MOE’s Dictionary of Chinese Character Variants (教育部《異體字字典》)
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Fig.1.3(source from the full repertoire of CNS 11643)

Fig.1.4(source from the MOE’s Dictionary of Chinese Character Variants (教育部《異體字字典》)
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3. No change for the T glyph
No.

Unicode

1

U+3B3F

ISO/IEC 10646:2017

IRGN2239

P8.

Response

We request for

No change for the T

consideration to

glyph.

re-assign UTC-00732
glyph as a new code
point.

2

U+80CB

P35.

We suggest for

No change for the T

consideration to

glyph.

re-assign V3-324D
glyph as a new code
point.

3

U+2338A

P36.

We suggest for

No change for the T

consideration to

glyph.

re-assign V2-8154
glyph as a new code
point.

4
U+233A3

P38.

We suggest for

No change for the T

consideration to

glyph.

re-assign V2-816E as
a new code point.

5

U+2666B

P40.

We request for

No change for the T

consideration to

glyph.

re-assign V2-787E
glyph as a new code
point.

6

We request UTC for

No change for the T

consideration to

glyph.

submit this character

U+43F4

P52.

to IRG to encode as a
new code point in the
future.→ add Radical
Moon

7

We request UTC for

No change for the T

consideration to

glyph.

encode the ⿰月妥

U+812E

P54.

glyph which the
radical is Radical
Moon as a new code

5

No.

Unicode

ISO/IEC 10646:2017

IRGN2239

Response

point.

8

U+2339A

P64.

We request China NB

No change for the T

for consideration to

glyph.

submit this ideograph
which the radical is
Radical Meat in the
future.

9
U+26877

P120.

We request to add the

No change for the T

second kRSUniocde

glyph.

value for U+26877,
and this value is
74.14.

4. Others
Unicode

ISO/IEC 10646:2017

U+2AC66

IRGN2239

P95.

Response

If China NB confirms the meaning of

The radical of

GBK-1006.69 glyph is about body,

TD-4421 glyph is

organ and so on, the kRSUnicode should

130.0 definitely. It

be changed to 130.9. If China NB wants

comes from people’s

to keep the radical of GBK-1006.69

name.

glyph, TD-4421 glyph needs to be
re-assigned as a new code point.

U+2AC69

P96.

If China NB and Japan NB confirm the

The radical of

meanings of GCYY-00725 glyph and

TD-4D2B glyph is

JK-65540 glyph are about body, organ

130.0 definitely. It

and so on, the kRSUnicode should be

comes from people’s

changed to 130.10. If China NB or Japan

name.

NB wants to keep the radical of
GBK-1006.69 glyph or JK-65540 glyph,
TD-4D28 glyph needs to be re-assigned
as a new code point.

(End of docunment)
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